User exits and BADIs in the PT area

Absence valuation in payroll (Function XNAB)
- HRTIM_COV_HISTORY
  Enhancements for the Payroll Function XNAB
- HRTIM_UCCONV_COVER
  Unicode Conversion Table COVER Cluster PC
- EXIT_SAPLHRTIM00COV_HIST_001
  Change Rule Group for Absence Refinement
- EXIT_SAPLHRTIM00COV_HIST_002
  Determine Seniority
- EXIT_SAPLHRTIM00COV_HIST_003
  Round Selection of Rules for Absence Refinement
- EXIT_SAPLHRTIM00COV_HIST_004
  Determine Marker for Absence Day
- EXIT_SAPLHRTIM00COV_HIST_005
  Refine table AB
- EXIT_SAPLHRTIM00COV_HIST_006
  Determine Relevant Period for Change in Marker
- EXIT_SAPLHRTIM00COV_HIST_007
  Choose Days with Change in Marker
- EXIT_SAPLHRTIM00COV_HIST_008
  Determine age

BW time management and infotype 439 (BW-BCT-PT)
- PTDW_CREATE_0439
  Enhancement for Creating Records of Infotype 0439
- EXIT_SAPLHRMS_BIW_PTDW_001
  Customer Exit for Time Data Extractor - Hours According to Personal WS
- EXIT_SAPLHRMS_BIW_PTDW_002
  Customer Exit for Time Data Extractor: Time and Labor (Employee Times)
- EXIT_SAPLHRMS_BIW_PTDW_003
  Customer Exit for Time Data Extractor: Quota Transaction Data

Concurrent Employment (PT-CE)
- PTCCE_DIST_DATA
  Distribute Time Evaluation Data over Personnel Assignments

Absence reporting (PT-IS)
- EXIT_SAPLHRTA_001
  Customer Exit: Att./Absence Reporting

Transfer External Wage Types
- EXIT_RPIEWT00_001
  Supply currency key

Leave Request (ESS)
- PT_ABS_REQ_CUST (as of Release 4.7)
  Read Customizing Settings for Leave Request
- PT_GEN_REQ (as of Release 5.00)
  BAId: Control Processing Processes for Web Applications
- PT_ABS_REQ (from Release 5.00)
  Enhancements for Leave Request
- PT_IAC_LEAVREQ_0001 (as of Release 4.7)
  Leave Request Web Application: Attendance and Absence Types
- PT_IACREPORT (as of Release 5.00)
  Specify Application Report Variant by User Name
- PT_COR_REQ (as of Release 5.00)
  Enhancements for Clock-In/Out Corrections
- EXIT_SAPMWS01000109H_001
  Leave Requests - Overview: Determine Approver
- EXIT_SAPMWS04200009H_001
  Leave Request: Determine Approver
- EXIT_SAPMWS12400005H_001
  Leave Requests - Overview: Determine Approver
Time Manager's Workplace (TMW)

- **PT_BLP_USER**
  Enhance Business Logic for Time Data
- **PT_GUI_TMW_TDE_NM** (as of Release 4.7)
  TMW Team View: Fill Customer Fields
- **PT_GUI_TMW_CALENDAR** (as of Release 4.7)
  Fill Default Values in TMW Calendar

**TMW Team View: Fill Customer Fields**

- **EXIT_SAPLHRTIM00DVEXIT_001**
  TMW: Title of Customer Fields in Table Control
- **EXIT_SAPLHRTIM00DVEXIT_002**
  TMW: Fill Contents of Customer Fields in Table Control

**Shift planning (PEP, PT-SP)**

- **HRSSPBS_ADD_CHECKS**
  Ad-hoc Update of Information Columns

**Time data recording (PA61)**

- **PT_QUOTA_DEDUCTION**
  BAdI for Quota Deduction
- **PT_QUOTA_DEF_VAL**
  Decision About Default Values for Quotas
- **PT_ABS_ATT_COUNTRY**
  Free Determination of Payroll Hours and Payroll Days
- **TIM00ABSCOUNTING**
- **TIM00ATTABSCOUNTING**
  Multiplication of Payroll Hours and Payroll Days

**Time evaluation (RPTIME00)**

- **PT_EV_INFTY_COUNTRY**
  Update Country-Specific Infotypes in Time Evaluation
Time statement (RPDEDT00)

- EXIT_RPTEDT00_001
  Modification of Cluster B2 Data After Import In RPTEDT00

Quota generation (PA61 and function QUOTA)

- PT_QUOTA
  Automatic Absence Quota Generation

- EXIT_SAPLHRLV_001
  Customer Enhancement for Quota Generation: Applicability
- EXIT_SAPLHRLV_002
  Customer Enhancement for Quota Generation: Accrual Entitlement
- EXIT_SAPLHRLV_003
  Customer Enhancement for Quota Generation: Reduction Rule
- EXIT_SAPLHRLV_004
  Customer Enhancement for Quota Generation: Base Entitlement
- EXIT_SAPLHRLV_005
  Customer Enhancement for Quota Generation: Transfer Specification
- EXIT_SAPLHRLV_006
  Customer Enhancement for Quota Generation: Entry/Leaving Date
- EXIT_SAPLHRLV_007
  Customer Enhancement for Quota Generation: Defaults for Validity Interval
- EXIT_SAPLHRLV_008
  Customer Enhancement for Quota Generation: Selection Rule Group
- EXIT_SAPLHRLV_009
  Cust. Enhancement for Quota Generation: Result of Generation for Defaults
- EXIT_SAPLHRLV_010
  Cust. Enhancement for Quota Generation: IT2013 Validity/Deduction Interval
- EXIT_SAPLHRLV_011
  Customer Enhancement for Quota Generation: Validity and Deduction Interval
- EXIT_SAPLHRLV_012
  Customer Enhancement for Quota Generation: Accrual Period

Incentive wages (PW01, PW02, PW03)
(Use Transaction SE38 to call)

- MP53LF99, FORM USER_SET_LSTYP
  Determine time ticket type
- MP53LF99, FORM USER_SOW01
  Determine target labor time
- MP53LF99, FORM USER_SOW02
  Determine target setup time
- MP53LF99, FORM USER_SOW05
  Determine target teardown time
- MP53LF99, FORM USER_SOW03
  Determine machine teardown time
- MP53LF99, FORM USER_SOW04
  Target time variable activity type
- MP53LF99, FORM USER_PRFOR_LS
  Time ticket premium formula
- MP53LF99, FORM USER_LGRAD
  Calculate labor utilization rate
- MP53LF99, FORM USER_COLLECT_LS
  Cumulate time ticket data
- MP53LF99, FORM USER_CHECK_LOARR
  Validate wage type
- MP53LF99, FORM USER_CHECK_LOGRR
  Validate pay scale group
- MP53LF99, FORM USER_CHECK_KOSTR
  Validate cost center
- MP53LF99, FORM USER_GET_AUFTRAGSDATEN
  Read own order data

Interface KK1/HR-PDC

- EXIT_SAPLRPPD_001
  User exit for processing statuses from time events and pair formation
- EXIT_SAPLRPTC_001
  User exit for downloading HR mini-master
- EXIT_SAPLRPTC_002
  User exit for downloading time balances
- EXIT_SAPLRPTC_003
  User exit for uploading time events
- EXIT_SAPLRPTC_004
User exit for uploading employee expenditures
- EXIT_SAPLRPTC_005
User exit for downloading attendance/absence reasons
- EXIT_SAPLRPTC_006
User exit for downloading cost centers
- EXIT_SAPLRPTC_007
User exit for downloading permitted employee expenditures
- EXIT_SAPLRPTC_008
User exit for downloading internal orders
- EXIT_SAPLRPTC_009
User exit for downloading objects (for example, positions)
- EXIT_SAPLRPTC_010
User exit for downloading time event type groups
- EXIT_SAPLRPTC_011
User exit for downloading projects

check note:897623